Our Tuesday September 15, 2015 Meeting is a Joint Meeting with the Royal Aeronautical Society at 6:30 PM at the Museum of Flight.

The Royal Aeronautical Society Seattle Branch invites you to:

“William Boeing and the Creation of America’s Airways”

with Mike Lombardi

In 1927, only 11 years after starting his airplane company, William Boeing took a giant step toward realizing his vision for the future of the airplane when he successfully bid for the country’s longest airmail route and started his own airline.

At the time it was a tremendous risk, but within 11 years, Bill Boeing had grown that new business into one of America’s largest corporations: United Aircraft and Transport.

His meteoric success in the time of Great Depression also brought him into direct conflict with the newly elected Roosevelt administration. Hear Boeing Historian, Mike Lombardi, tell how Boeing achieved his amazing success, what really happened when the government intervened and what is the lasting legacy of William Boeing and his aviation empire.

Sept. 15, 2015 – 6:30pm
Museum of Flight - Seattle
William M. Allen Theater
Free Admission – Open to the Public

TO:
Aviation Enthusiasts

View upcoming events:
http://www.seattle-rea.org/events/next.asp
Our Past Chairman Paul Edwards is now working at Tesla Motors and wanted to share some new Materials Engineering Positions that are coming open on his team in case you know of any strong candidates that would be interested in applying or who he should be calling. This first one is for a Metals person, but there will be more following shortly for Polymers, Chemical and Fasteners Engineering positions.

https://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc01/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=TESLA&cws=1&rid=31711

Paul Edwards, PhD  
Sr. Manager - Materials Engineering

510-458-3393 | pedwards@teslamotors.com

3500 Deer Creek Road | Palo Alto, CA 94304

Our May 2015 Meeting at Golden Gardens Park, with lots of food and interesting story by Roy Baggerly about building an authentic native designed canoe.

The setup at the park
Good stuff cooking
Roy Baggerly showing the paddles he made

The canoe on Roy's car
Thanks to Mary Davis for the Photos.
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Chair - Ryan Glamm - The Boeing Company - E-mail: ryan.j.glamm@boeing.com
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